
Meet the Housing
Access team
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Getting to Zero MA



Diana
Michigander
Reasarch Lab Tech
Musician

Cat mom of 3 
Aspiring Farmer 
Wealth redistributor

Tanairi

Public Health Student
Traveler
Avid Reader

Yuliana

Fellows Mentor

Marwa
Farmer
Community organizer
Best mentor ever

(she/her)

(they/them)

(she/her)

(she/her)



Amend public spaces laws
Recognizing the rights of people
experiencing homelessness to rest, eat,
pray, and be in public spaces 

To include housing status, and stop
discrimination in housing, especially for
trans and non-binary people, PWUD, and
people treated with medication for opioid
use disorder. 

Amend voting laws

To affirm the right to vote and register to
vote without a permanent address 

HB264:
An act providing a bill of rights
for people experiencing
homelessness

Amend anti-
discrimination laws

Our advocacy



Access to safe, stable
and secure housing  for

folks experiencing
homelessness,

especially those living
with HIV/AIDS

Improves the ability
to receive and stay
in care and remain
virally suppressed 

Achieves better health
outcomes of people

living with HIV/AIDS +
promotes HIV/AIDS

prevention U=U

Our focus



Provide community members with
accessible tools to become involved in
housing policy advocacy through
learning about:

A webinar series, featuring local
organizations and individuals,
designed as an opportunity to
learn about housing access in MA,
the intimate link between stable
housing and health, and ways to
get involved in policy advocacy.

The goal:
Empower community members

Harm reduction approaches like
Housing First 

Social determinants of health 

Policy advocacy and tangible ways
to take action and get involved

Our project



54% of respondents were not involved in
policy advocacy before their webinar

46% of respondents were either actively
engaged in policy advocacy, or had done
some policy advocacy

77% of respondents planned to reach out
about how to get involved in advocacy
efforts or would sign up for action alerts

We had a total of 92 registrations across
our webinars and saw an average
attendance of 12 participants per webinar.
Our evaluation form received 13 responses.

The impact
Our team successfully hosted a three-part
webinar that engaged facilitators from local
organizations. Our facilitators presented
content on three major topics: 
1) understanding Housing First and social
determinants of health, 
2) historical context on homelessness and
housing advocacy in Boston and MA, and 
3) a crash course on the legislative process
and tools for advocacy.

At the end of each webinar, participants
were invited to submit an action alert to
their elected officials to support HB264.



Our partners

Kristen Lascoe

Director of Housing Services
Fenway Health 

Keitha Crozier

Manager of Housing Search
Services
Fenway Health

Alfredo Brown-Noguera

Health Education Risk
Reduction Specialist
AIDS Project Worcester

Aydan Johnson

Community Advocate

(he/they)

(she/her)

(she/her)

(he/him)



Brainstorming

1

Our team wanted to create
something that would amplify
the narratives of folks
experiencing homelessness. We
initially decided on a video
series featuring folks with lived
experience, namely on Mass
and Cass. 

The process

Feedback

2

We received critical feedback
from the larger group, concerns
were around honoring the
privacy of folks living in the
encampment who were already
being bombarded by media, the
safety of everyone involved,
and avoiding extractivism. 

Pivot

3

We heard the feedback and
pivoted to mobilizing. We wanted
to create a microcosm of our
experience in Activist Academy
that would be accessible to
community members and would
empower them to advocate for
housing access in informed and
actionable ways.



The challenges
Change in Capacity

Outreach setback

During the course of the fellowship, we lost two of our group members. The
first member had withdrawn a month into the program while we were
planning what our project would be, and another member withdrew right
before our webinar series, which led us to reevaluate our capacity and
adjust our project planning accordingly. 

After our initial outreach push to organizations to share our webinar, we
realized our custom tinyurl link was faulty, and was not directing people to
our webinar registration form. However, after discovering the problem,
fixing the link and resending the email, we saw an uptick in registrations. 



The takeaways

"This fellowship gave me the
opportunity to learn about policy and
advocacy at the legislative level, which I
hope to be able to continue to learn
more about while building these and
other skills in advocacy."

"The most significant takeaway from
this experience for me was learning
about policy - prior to this fellowship, I
didn’t really believe that I had any
power in this space. I learned that I did
have the power to advocate for real
systems change."

"This experience helped me learn
more about advocacy and policy. It
also allowed me to obtain a better
understanding about the relationship
and impact policy has on health
outcomes, either on individual or
community settings."

Diana Tanairi Yuliana



"As I enter a PhD program I plan to
continue working towards these
skills, with the goal of becoming a
neuroscientist to advocate for
evidence-based policy, and aid policy
makers in better understanding
issues such as mental health and
addiction in support of marginalized
communities."

"Moving forward, I plan to continue
my learning on policy, and find
opportunities to continue policy
advocacy on issues that impact folks
I’m in community with, who may also
feel like they have no power over
injustices that they face."

"Moving forward, I plan to continue
to educate myself and other
community members. I will be joining
the Academic Public Health Corps as
a member. Through this organization,
I will be part of a team that supports
different public health agencies, and
advance health equity in MA."

and next steps..

Diana Tanairi Yuliana



Thank You
All webinar materials and information will be shared on the 

Housing Access page on gettingtozeroma.org/activist-academy-2021/
 

Our leftover budget funds will be donated to the 
Material Aid and Advocacy Program (MAAP). 

 
Learn about MAAP and ways to support at maapma.org

from the Housing Access team

2021 Activist Academy - Getting to Zero MA


